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Abstract

Abstract
In order to improve its shipping operations a major salt exporter needs to
reduce costs, increase market share and improve customer service. This thesis
examines the use of linear (LP) and nonlinear programming (NLP) as a means of
solving a nonlinear transhipment problem associated with the export of salt. Tho
feasibility of using a LP or NLP approach is explored, taking into consideration
the computational time and useability of the models.
To meet the demands of their customers the company currently uses
heuristic methods to allocate varying size ships to different routes. To remain
competitive the shipping options that are considered include the optimisation of
vessel chartering for effective scheduling to customers, selection of vessel type,
stockpiling and transhipment. This thesis examines the vessel Selection and
transhipment options and provides for improvements.
The NLP approach developed in this thesis is implemented under the
General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS). It is expected the results will
provide improvements to shipping methods and redJction of costs in salt
exportation and will have applications to shipping problems in other industries.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1. 1 Background
Dampier Salt Limited (DSL) is a major salt company which has recently
decided to undertake a shipping review in order to reduce their shipping costs.
This review is being undertaken with the aim of maintaining DSL's competitive
edge and market share. A shipping problem related to this thesis is the
determination of which ship sizes to use and how to route them so as to meet the
salt demand of their customers and tO minimise transport costs. This thesis
examines several models that provide a solution to this problem resulting in
improvements to transhipping and scheduling.
The DSL transhipment problem has been restricted to the Japan market
which has an annual import of 7.6 million tonnes of salt received through 20
ports. Japan consists of about 2/3 of DSL's market share. DSL supplies 25
customers through ! 7 ports out of a total of 35 customers and 20 ports.
In a 1994 CEED project the author suggested that the shipping problem
could be formulated using Nonlinear Programming (NLP). The CEED project
simplified the shipping problem by assuming an unlimited supply of salt and
ships of varying sizes. The assumption of unlimited salt is only appropriate if the
problem is restricted to a single supply port. While DSL salt uses two supply
ports this thesis considers only a one supply port shipping problem.
Salt deliveries by DSL are contracted in one of two ways. First, there is
the long term contract, where a company or group of companies orders x tonnes
of salt in total to be delivered over a given time frame, the contract presumably to
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be extended at the end of that time. The second type of contract is where a single
shipment of x tonnes of salt is bought and delivered on the spot. The scheduling
of ships for both the long tenn and single shipment contracts is currently done by
heuristic methods. This is a time-consuming and inefficient approach. The
purpose of this study is to identify a means of avtomating this procedure, and
where possible, obtaining minimum shipping costs.
This study not only has significance to the salt exportation business but
can be applied to related transhipment problems

~n

other industries. An example

is that of BP Australia, where a similar shipping situation to DSL exists.
However, BP Australia owns its ships. The cost of the return trip must therefore
be incorporated into a solution in that <>ituation.

1.2 Research Objectives
The Research objectives of this study are as follows :
i)

To determine if LP or NLP is a practical solution to the salt
transhipment problem.

ii)

To determine the shipping cost reduction by using a LP or NLP
approach

iii)

To determine the useability and computational time of the mode lis
using the computer package GAMS.

The first objective is to be discussed in the conclusion and looks into the
effectiveness of this study. Objective ii is based on comparing an estimated cost
for DSL's 1992 to 1994 ship scheduling with the minimum cost found by use of

2
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LP or NLP models. The last objective is to examine the effectiveness of
implementing DSL's transhipment models under GAMS.
To achieve these objectives, models must be constructed which are
appropriate for solving the salt transhipment problem. The model design,
including assumptions, will be presented in the following sections.

1.3 Model Design
To assist in the understanding and the development of appropriate models
for the DSL transhipment problem, a simple problem is examined.
Consider the three port transhipment problem given below in Figure 1
where DSL is supplying three ports with salt. The input data is given iu Table 1.
This data can be interpreted, as follows : port A requires an annual salt shipment
of 200 thousand tonnes to be delivered, with a maximum of 40 thousand tonnes
Jn shipments and with a port dead weight (dwt) capacity of 40 thousand tonnes.
Port Annual requirement

Max delivery size

Port dwt size

A

200

40

60

B

140

20

60

c

100

10

20

Table 1: Port data for a three port example

As indicated in Figure 1, the cost of taking a 60 aml 40 thousand tonne
ship to port A is $500 and $400 respectively, The cost of transhiping from port A
to B is another $100 and $80 respectively. Similarly to take a 20 thousand tonne
ship to porr B is $300 and another $40 to tranship to port C, The cost of shipping
a 10 thousand tonne ship to port Cis $200.
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$500 (60)
$400 \"Ul~

200 (40:dwt 60)
$100 (60)
$ 80 (40)

(20)

DSL

140 (20:dwt 60)

$ 40 (20)
100 (JO:dwt 20)
Figure 1: Three port problem- shipping routes and there costs.

The aim is to detennine for each arc of the network in figure I, the
number of ships of each size and corresponding quantity of salt in order to
minimise the total shipping costs.

1.3.1 Model formulation
Using standard O.R. techniques the formulation of lhis model would
contain an objective cost function to be minimised, subject to constraints limiting
the demand, vessel capacity, port size, max discharge size and an integer number
of ships used. The objective cost function is simply the sum of the cost for each
vessel size per route for every vessel used. Letting C represent the cost matrix of
each vessel size per route and X the number of ships used for each route, the
objective function could be expressed as:
Minimise

Cost=

exT
X= [x,, x,, ... ]

The demand constraint represents the demand of each customer and
ensures that the total amount delivered is larger than or equal to the amount
required. Lcti.ing Y represent the delivery matrix of each vessel size per route to
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each customer and D the demand per customer, the demand constraint can be
represented as :
Demand:
where Y

=[

Yu. Yl2• ···, y,,
Y2t. Y22. ···, Y?.r

..

..

..

J,

D = [D, D,, ... ]

Yet. Yc2• ···, Ycr

The vessel capacity constraint prevents a vessel from being overloaded,
making sure that the total amount delivered on route by a vessel is less than the
vessel's capacity. Letting T represent the total delivery matrix of each vessel size
per route and S the freight storage capacity of the vessels per route, the
representation of the vessel capacity constraint is :
Vessel Capacity :

T,; S

where T = [t,, tz, ... ]. S = [s, Sz, ... ]

Note: T can be derived from Y by the use of a summing matrix \V;;: [1, I, ... , 1]
T=WY

The maximum discharge/delivery size constraint is used to prevent
delivering more than a customer can handle in a single shipment, by restricting
the amount delivered per customer to be less than a customer's maximum
delivery size. Letting d represent the maximum delivery size per customer per
route, the max delivery constraint is:
Max Delivery :

y,;d

where d = [ d]], d,,, .... d••
d21o d22. ··· ,

dzr

J

d~lo ~c2, ... , de~

I
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The port size constraint is implicit to the formulation of the shipping
routes and hence has no formulation. Separate routes are created for each vessel
size. and hence the routes created are based on the available vessel sizes and the
port sizes. Since shipping a fraction of a ship to a port is undesirable the integer
constmint on the number of ships used per route is necessary. This implies a
mixed integer problem.
1.3.2 Assumptions
Based on the consideration of the three port, one supplier, p~oblem we

will make the following assumptions concerning the general salt exportation
problem.

•

Unlimited availability of vessels in all sizes;

•

There are no restrictions on salt availability;

•

Buyers are responsible for discharge costs and arrangements;

•

The customer requirements are known;

•

Sales to a group are treated as sales to a single customer;

•

Ship scheduling is negotiated upon contract/order;

•

Transhipping between different ship sizes is infeasible.

Given the above assumptions three different models will be considered.
Some of the assumptions could be relaxed or tightened at a later stage to provide
a more detailed analysis of the problem.

6
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1.3.3 Model 1
Since the cost for a ship is the same no matter what load it is carrying the
objective function for the NLP approach is based on the cost per arc for a given
ship size and the number of ships sent. This gives the linear objective function:
Minimise

Cost ;

L L L C;ik x'i'
j

Here

Cijk

j

k

is the cost and XiJk is the number of ships of ~ize k on arc ij.

The NLP is subject to demand, vessel capacity and restrictions preventing
the transfer of salt between ships. The first restriction is to make sure that the sum
of the salt shipped in minus the sum shipped out of a port is greater than or equal
to the demand at that port. ie for each port i the demand is :
Demand:

L L. Yiik Xjik- L L. Yijk Xijk
j

j

k

k

;:::

D;

Vi

Here Ypk is the amount to be shipped for vessel size k on arc ji.
Secondly we restrict the amount that a ship of size k can carry. This
constraint is :
Ship k Capacity :

0 ::;

Yiik::::;; d;

v ij,k

This constraint also prevents the possibility of transhipping amounts larger than d;
through port i, this can be seen in Figure 2. For this reason this model will not be
implemented or used to modei the transhipment problem in GAMS.
A further constraint is to prevent the possibility of transhipping by
changing ship size. For example, consider the problem in Figure 1. It is assumed
at this stage that it would not be feasible to ship 20 thousand tonnes to port B and
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then use a 10 thousand tonne ship to ship 10 thousand tonnes to port C as there
are extra costs and difficulties in doing so. The final constraint is :
l:Xjik-l:X;jk ~

Ships:
Here all

Xijk

I

I

0

v i,k

are positive integers. This problem is a nonlinear integer

programming problem as a consequence of the demand constraint. This model is
summarised in appendix A - Model 1
The solution to the three port problem in Figure 1 given by this model is
shown in Figure 2. The solution is sub-optimal due to the exclusion of the use of
the 60 thousand tonne ship size. Interpretation of Figure 2 would read, four 40
thousand tonne ships deliver 40 thousand tonnes to port A, and two 40 thousand
tonne ships deliver 20 thousand tonnes to port A and 20 thousand tonnes to port
B. Ten 20 thousand tonne ships deliver 10 thousand tonnes to port B and 10
thousand tonnes to port C. The cost of this solution is $5960.

Cost= $5960
Figure 2: Solution 1 - three port example
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1.3.4 Model 2
This model is similar to the last model except that we are using shipping,
routesj instead of s;tipping arcs ij, and finding the amount discharged at each port
instead of the amount being carried between ports. This approach is more clear in
its interpretation and avoids the ship size restriction problem mentioned in the last
model. The following objective function is used:
Minimise Cost = I. I. C1k x1k
j

k

Here qk is the cost and Xjk is the number of ships on route j for ship size k.
Again there are three main constraints, demand, discharge tonnage and
vessel capacity. The demand constraint makes sure that the demand at a port is
satisfied, ie the sum of all the discharged salt YiJk for port i is greater than or equal
to the demand at the port.

Demand:

LLYijkXjk ;::: Di
j

Vi

k

Secondly the amount discharged at a port cannot exceed the required shipment
size (di) for the customer at that port.
Discharge tonnage : 0 S YUk ::;;: dr

v ij,k

Lastly the total amount discharged by a ship must be less than or equal to the dead
weight (total) capacity of the ship.

Vessel capacity:
Here all

XJk

v j,k

are positive integers. This model is more general than the first model

and gives results that are more easily interpreted. A summary of the model is
given in appendix A- Model 2
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This model gives the solution shown in Figure 3 to the three port problem
in Figure 1. This solution is optimal and improves over the solution found in
model I.

Interpr~tation

of Figure 3 would be, five 60 thousand tonne ships deliver

40 thousand tonnes to port A and 20 thousand to port B. Four 20 thousand tonne
ships delivers 10 thousand tonnes to port Band 10 thousand tonnes to port C, and
six 10 thousand tonne ships deliver 10 thousand tonnes to port C. The cost of this
solution is $5560 which is $400 less than model I.

A 200 (40:dwt 60)

5 (20/60)
4 (10/20)

B 140 (20:dwt 60)

DSL

4 (10/20)
C 100 (IO:dwt 20)

Cost= $5560
Figure 3: Solution 2- three port example

1.3.5 Model 3
This model is derived from the Thailand ship routing and personnel
assignment problem for naval recruitment considered by Choypeng, Puakpong
and Rosenthal (1986). An outline of this application is given in the next chapter.
The Thailand naval approach to the problem gives a mixed integer programming
problem, which can be solved more easily.
This model again uses shipping routes, with the following objective
function:
Minimise Cost=

Lj Lk C·,
x.,
) J

10
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Here qk is the cost and XJk is the number of ships on route j for ship size k.
The three main constraints are demand, discharge tonnage and voyage
capacity. This model finds the total amount discharged at each port per route
instead of the single f,hip discharge. The demand constraint makes sure that the
demand at a port is satisfied, in this case the sum of the total discharged salt YJJi
for port i is greater than or equal to the ports demand. The demand constraint is :
Demand:

:L i: Y;•; ;, D;
j

Vi

'

Here YJki is the total amount discharged at portion route j ship size k.
Secondly the amount discharged at a port cannot exceed the maximum
required shipment size (di) for

th~ ·

cu :omer at that port. Hence the total .amount

discharged ver route at a port must be less than the maximum shipment size (d1)
times the number of shipments for that route. The discharge constraint is:
Discharge Tonnage : 0 ::;: YJki

~ d, XJk

v j,k,i

Note from this constraint the individual ship discharges can be calculated by
dividing YJki by Xfk. ie
Single Ship Discharge at Port i ;::

yjki

xi"
Lastly the total amount discharged by a ship must be less than or equal to
the ships dead Wt.ight (total) capacity. In this case the total amount discharged per
route jk must be less than or equal to the ships dead weight capacity times the
number of ships for that route.
Voyage Capacity:

L; YJki

5 Sk Xjk

v j,k

Here Xfk is a positive integer.
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This model gives the same results as model 2, but with the nonlinear
components removed. It is more easily and speedily solved. A summary of the
model is given in appendix A- Model 3
This model gives the solution shown in Figure 4 to the three port problem
in Figure 1. This solution has the same results as given in the solutions to mode12
(Figure 3) but in a different form. Interpretation of Figure 2 is as follows. For
route DSL-A-B with ship size 60 thousand tonnes, deliver in five shipments 200
thousand tonnes to port A and 100 thousand to port B. For route DSL-B-C with
ship size 20 thousand tonnes, deliver in four shipments 40 thousand tonnes to
port B and 40 thousand ton.nes to port C. For route DSL-C with ship size 10
thousand tonnes, deliver in six shipments 60 thousand tonnes to port C. The cost
of this solution is $5560.
A 200 (40:dwt 60)
5 (100)
4 (40)

DSL

B 140 (20:dwt 60)
4 (40)

C I00 ( JO:dwt 20)
Cost= $5560
Figure 4: Solution 3 ·three port example
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2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
This chapter outlines relevent journal articles, computer software and
mathematical algorithms.
2. 1 Transhipment Problems
To date no work directly relating to the transhipment problem considered

in chapter 1 has been found. The closest related journal articles are based on
transportation problems and scheduling in other areas that require a different
approach. due to different assumptions and constraints. An overview of some of
the more relevant journal articles is given in sections 2.1.1 - 2.1.3. The models
developed in this thesis are focused on the optimisation of ship routing and ignore
the process of scheduling. This may mean that the results found by the models
may be infeasible. This may suggest a model with time windows could be
developed to optimise both the scheduling and ship routing.
2.1.1 Modeling a Railway Freight Transport System
This journal article written by Shanna and Paradkar formulates the

rail1.vay freight transportation problem (RFTP) as a mixed integer linear
prouamming problem. It has common features with the vehicle routing problem
with time windows (VRPTW). The most prominent features of the RTFP are that
the model is multi-period as well as multi-vehicle, vehicle travel between nodes is
limited by capacity and the number of goods to be forwarded to the next node is
also limited.

t3
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2.1.2 Freight Routing and Scheduling at CSX Transportation
Written by Huntley, Brown, Sappington and Markowicz this journal
article introduces the computer-aided routing and scheduling system (CARS).
CARS integrates the two disparate but related logistical functions: freight routing
and train scheduling. This system is used to visualise the impact of CSX
Transports routing and scheduling policies under a variety of what-if scenarios.

2.1.3 Thailand Naval Ship Routing Problem
The closest related work to the transportation problem is the journal
article ·optimal ship routing and personnel assignment for naval recruitment in
Thailand' by Choypeng, Puakpong and Rosenthal. This work is similar in that the
Thailand navy are looking to find the best way of routing their ships, so as to pick
up all the men at the branch bases and transport them to the main base. Since the
flow of the problem from one port to many or its reciprocal is only relevant in the
interpretation of the problem, the Thai navy problem is almost identical tu the
transhipment problem outlined in chapter I. The major differences between the
two models is the navy's use of a ship limit constraint restricting the number of
ships in replacement of the discharge limit used in this thesis, and the use of a
weighted objective function incorporating weightings for ship assignment, ship
distance travelled and the personnel distance travelled. The Thai study uses the
distance travelled for each voyage instead of the voyage cost. The Thai navy
problem consists of only four ports and three ship sizes with 15 possible routes.

2.2 Relevant computer software
The computer modeling system GAMS is a high level programming
language used in this thesis to implement the two models outlined above. ·aAMS
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is designed to make the construction and solution of large and complex
mathematical programming models more straightforward for programmers and
more comprehensible to users of models from other disciplines. eg. economics.'
(Brooke, Kendrick and Meeraus, 1992) The models are fonnulated with concise
algebraic statements that are easily understood by both modellers and computer.
Models are portable between different computer environments, are easily
modified and are independent of the solution algorithms of specific solvers.
GAMS is more than another mathematical modeling system as it works as
a front and rear end dresser. It converts the GAMS problem into a fonn that can
be solved by other popular modeling systems, then converts the results into a
more presentable fonn. As a default GAMS uses a modified version of MINOS 5
(Modular In-core Nonlinear Optimisation system) for the nonlinear programming
solver and a program called ZOOM (Zero/One Optimisation Method) for its
linear and mixed linear programming. Other solvers are available with GAMS.
Any Rolver can be incorporated with GAMS by obtaining the source code that has
been used for the existing solver links. This thesis uses the GAMS/MINOS solver
to solve the linear and nonlinear models outlined in chapter l.
The very nature of the GAMS setup allows the programmer to write code
that is self documenting. This saves on the overhead of documentation and most
importantly saves time. Clearly GAMS is not intended as a learning tool but as a
professional modelling environment for the serious business or mathematical
modeller.
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2.3 Mathematical Solution • Nonlinear Programming
The nonlinear programming techniques that are explored in this thesis
focus on the projected Lagrangian algorithm based on a method due to
Robinson's work 'A quadratically convergent algorithm for general nonlinear
programming bases' (1972). This method used by the computer package

GAMS/JvUNOS which is used in this thesis involves a sequence of maior
iterations. each of which requires the solution of a iinearly constrained
subproblem. The models used in this thesis have linear objective functions and
hence can be solved using a linear solution method for the augmented Lagrangian
subproblems.

2.3.1 Karush-Kuhn-Tucker Conditions for Constrained Optimisation
The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions derived by Karush, Kuhn and
Tucker are use by many nonlinear algorithms to test for an optimal solution. This
method is used by GAMS/MINOS to detennine when an optimal solution has
been found. Consider the nonlinear programming problem:
Maximise

f(x),

X= (Xt, X2, • .. , Xr.),

subject to
fori= 1, 2, ... , m,
and

x <: 0,

Herej(x) and the g;(x) are functions of then decision variables.
The following theorem is given by Hillier and Lieberman (1995).
THEOREM : Assume that f(x), g 1(x), g 2(x), . . . , g,(x) are differentiable
functions. Then
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can be an optimal solution for the nonlinear programming problem only if there
exists m numbers

Ut.

uz, ... , Um such that all the following KKT conditions are

satisfied.
I.

at_I,u,ag,so
ax,
ax,
i•l

2.

xf

(at -i:,u. ag,)
ax}

i=l

atx;;:;x*, forj = 1, 2, ... , n.
=0

tax}

3. g,(x*)-b,sO }
4. u, [g,(x *)-b, l = 0

fori=1,2, ... ,m.

5.

forj=l, 2, ... , n.

xj~O

fori=!, 2, ... , m.
The ui in conditions I, 2, 4 and 6 correspond to the dual variables of
linear programming. However the

Hi

arose in the mathematical derivation as

Wgrangian Multipliers.

The KKT conditions do not guarantee that the solution is optimal unless
further assumptions are made. To guarantee that the solution is optimal the .f(x)
must be a concave function and the g:(x), gz(x), ... , g11lx) must be convex
functions and all the conditions of the theorem must be satisfied.

2.3.2 Projected Augmented Lagrangian Algorithm.
The computer package GAMS/MINOS used in this thesis solves nonlinear
programs in one of two ways. For the NLP with a nonlinear objective function
GAMS/MINOS uses a

reduced~gradietU

algorithm combined with a

quasi~

Newton algorithm. The solving of a NLP with any nonlinear constraints is done

by a projected Lagrangian algorithm that requires the solving of a linearly
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constrained subproblem. The method presented here is an overview of the

projected Lagrangian algorithm as outlined by M·urtagh and Saunders ( 1982).
GAMS/MINOS assumes the nonlinear constrained problem can be
expressed in the following fonn:
minimise F(x)+cr x+dr y,
subject to f(x)+ A,y ~ b,,
A,x+A,y~b,,

I

~[:J~ u

where c, d, b1o b2 , l, u are constant vectors and A,, A2, A1 are constant matrices,
F(x) is a smooth scalar function and f(x) is a vector of smooth functions. The

components of x are the nonlinear variables and

th·~

components of y are the

linear variables. The vectors l and u relate to the lower and upper bounds
respectively.
It is assumed that the function F(x) and the functions /(x) are twice
differentiable with gradients i<x) and bounded Hessian d(x), i = 0, 1, ... , m1• It is
also assumed that the KKT conditions hold for a local minimum x* and its
corresponding Lagrangian multipliers A.*.
Note: The Hessian d(x) is defined as n matrix of second order partial derivatives.
We can define G ;(x) as:

G'(x) ~l~ a' f'(x)]
ax,axj
and since
it can be seen that the Hessia11 i5 symmetric.
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The matrices A; and the variables x and y can be broken up into three

parts, basic (B), super-basic (S) and non basic (N) variables.
A;x = B;xu + S1xs + NiXN.

Eg.

With nonlinear programming we cannot expect a solution point ta be a basic
solution. Therefore it is reasonable to assume that if the number of nonlinear
constraints is small the solution will be "nearly" basic, leading to the introduction
of super-basic variables. Super-basic variables play the role as the "driving force"
where they can be moved in any direction at all and have the basics obliged to
change in order to maintain feasibility. More details of Super-basic variables can
be found in Murtagh and Saunders work "Large-scale Linearly Constrained
Optimisation".

2.3.2.1 The Linearised subproblem

The projected Lagrangian algorithm involves a sequence of major
iterations, each of which requires the
some point

Xk·

liv~risation

of the nonlinear constraints at

This can be done with the use of a first-order Taylor's series

approximation:
f'(x)

~ J'(x,) + g' (xJ (x- x,) + qlx-x, II',

and hence we define

1(x,x,) ~ J(x, )+ J(x, }(x- x, ),
or

1 =], +J,(x-x,),
ie.

f-1 ~(J-J,}-J,(x-x,).
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where J(x~:.) is the jacobian matrix whose ijth element is

ajldxj.

The linearised subproblem for the kth iteration is thus:
minimize F(x)+ cr x+dr y- 1.~

(!- J}+tP(!- J)' (!- J)

+ A1y = b,

(m 1 rows),

A2 x+A3 y = b2

(m 1 rows),

subject to

]

l

~[~] ~

ll.

Here the objective function is a modified augmented Lagrangian, with
replacing the conventional constraint violation

f +A 1 y -

f -f

b 1• The penalty function

p is used to ensure that the augmented Lagrangian maintains a positive-definite
Hessian in the appropriate subspace. The solution of the linearly constrained
subproblem is not covered in this thesis. However, a complete solution can be
found in Murtagh and Saunders work 'Large-scale linearly constrained
optimisation' ( 1978).
The projected Lagrangian procedure is summarised as follows:

Step 0.

Set k=O;
Choose initial estimates xo, Yo and ~:
Specify penalty parameter p ;, 0;
Specify convergence tolerance Ec > 0.

Step I.

Given

Xk.

Yk.

!...~:. and p, solve the linear constrained subproblem,

obtaining the new values

Xk+l. Yk+l

and

1tk.+l

(where

1t

is the vector

of Lagrangian multipliers for the subproblem);
Set Ak+t = the first nq components of 1t.
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Step 2.

Test for convergence. If optimal. exit.
Convergence is reached if both the following conditions are
satisfied:

I)

2)

llt(x,.,)+A,y,., -b,ll <

t+ll[x,.,.y,.,]l

[Xk.

-E,.

yk] satisfies th~ first-order KKT conditions for a

solution to the linearised problem.

then set p = 0.
Relinearise the constraints at JhJ.
Set k = k + 1 and repeat from step 1.
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3. RESEARCHMETHODOLOGY
Originally the models for this thesis were based on using NLP techniques
to solve the transhipment problem given by DSL. Later a linear model was found
that could be used to solve the same problem, without the complication of non
linearity.
Obtaining the necessary data for these models proved to be more complex
than originally anticipated. The data received from DSL is covered in section 3.1,
and consist

primarily of shipping data for the years 1992 to 1994. Further

analysis of this data was required to estimate port size, customer annual and
individual delivery requirements, freight cost, ship sizes and past shipping costs.
The processes used for calculating these estimations are covered in section 3.1.
Models 2 and 3 from section 1.3. where implemented in the O.R.
computer package GAMS. The solutions generated from GAMS, while not
integer bounded for the number of vessels, showed strong improvements on the
transhipment methods and reduction to costs. The GAMS implementations are
covered in chapter 4.

3. 1

Analysis of Salt Exportation Data
The analysis of DSL's data is important for understanding the origins of

the data used in the GAMS models. It is important to note that most of the data is
based on DSL's past shipping data and is not complete. The following sections
consider the data given and show how the extra data needed for the models were
extracted or estimated. The possible errors involved in this process are outlined
and the possible effects on the solution discussed.
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3.1.1 DSL's Data
The data received from DSL was in the form of two print-outs containing
the received shipments of each port and each individual shipment by ship for the
years 1992 to 1994. The data was restricted to the Japan Market in which they
have about 20 buyers through 17 ports. The Japan market is about 2/3 of DSL's

total market with about 2.6 million tonnes being exported per annum.
Table 2 and

Table 3 are examples of both print-outs with the irrelevant information removed.

....................

Destination
Port

Asahi Glass
31/08/t992
25/09/t992

.. ................

Tonnes
Loaded

Tonncs

...................

Vessel Name

Sunny Glorious
Sapphire Glory

Kashima
Chiba

62,495

62,832

47,441

47,504

JT[.Qsaka
28/08/1992

Anangel Progress

Osaka
Osaka
Osaka
Osaka
Osaka

3,500

3,500
3,000

Date

30/11/1993

Panto Dinamos

5
6
7

6
7

3,000
4,500

4,000
4.000

.I?.~~~.~.~~~~~ ..

4,500
4,000

4,000

Table 2: Reduced sample structure of the DSL port data printout
Date

28/08/92

Vessel Name

Destination

Tonncs

Tonnes

..................

.I:'~nf............

~-9~9.~9

P.!~9.~.4m~P

Anangcl Progress

Niihama I
Niihama 2
Osaka 3
Osaka 4
Osaka 5
Osaka 6
Osaka 7

9,000
19,000
17,000
8,600
3,500
3.000

9,000
19,000
17.000
8,600
3,500

Scheduled

64:6·aa· ·
...............

. ___4,~~0. ..
64,000
...............

3,000
4,500

. 64",000
...............

Tahle 3: Reduced sample structure of the DSL ship data printout

Due to ethical considerations the complete data set is not included in this
thesis to protect the security and privacy of DSL's data.
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3.1.2 DSL Scheduling and Transhipping for 1992 to 1994
Ship scheduling and transhipments for 1992 to 1994 can be found in
appendix B. The port delivery size for a transhipment route with more than one
ship is based on the average ship delivery size to that port for that route. The
approximated costs for the deliveries were based on categorising the shipments
into the six vessel sizes given in section 3.1.4 and then using the cost for the
vessel sizes found in section. 3.1.6.
The costs by use of this method are:
Year

Cost 20 ports

Cost 10 ports

1992

$ 30,938,381

$ 12,607,115

1993

$29,953,618

s 10,976,815

1994

$31,656,694

$ II ,948,264

Table 4: Estimated annual costs

3.1.3 Port Size Estimation
The required port size infonnation from DSL is yet to be obtained and
hence is unavailable at this time. The solution to this was done in two stages. The
first stage was to find the maximum shipment size for each ship and the second
was to find the largest ship used in each port. Port size was estimated to be the
size of the largest ship used in that port during 1992 to 1994. There are obvious
flaws to thi.r method, as the largest ship used in this period may only reflect the
maximum delivery size and not the maximum port size. This could Jose potential
transhipments. The port size estimations are given in appendix B.
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3.1.4 Determining Ship Sizes
Ship size determination was based on the estimated maximium port sizes
detennined in section 3. I .3, and a graph of all the ship delivery sizes for the year

I992 to I994 of the Japan market (see Figure 5 and Appendix B- Gnph Ship
sizes 92-94). The port sizes were grouped according to their general range, with
the exception of group 4 as seen in Table 5. The smallest ship size for each group
1 to 3 were used so as to accommodate all the ports in those groups. Ship size

68,500 in group 4 was used due to the number of ports. The sizes 50,000 and
63,700 were not used, instead the more appropriate sizes 47,300 and 63,500 were
used based on the data used for Figure 5. For example in the time period 1992 to
1994 there is only one shipment of size 50,000 used compared with several

shipments of 47,300.
Gro~I

20,000 xi
20,800 x2
22,700 xi

Grouo 2
28,000 x2
29,400 xi

Grouo 3
40,200 xi
4i,500 xi
43,300 xi

Grouo 4
50,000 xi
63.700 xi
68,500 x8

Table 5: Max port sizes and their number of occurrences.

70,000
60,000
50,000

.~
w

40,000

~

30,000

w

20,000
10,000

35 69 103 137 171 205 239 273 307 341 375 409 443 477 511 545
Ship No

Figure 5: Graph of all sr .1eduled, loaded and unloaded shipment sizes for DSL 1992-4.
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Restricting the number of ship sizes to six helps to simplify the problem at
the expense of a suboptimal solution. The problem of adding more ship sizes is
the expense of increasing significantly the number of constraints and hence
increasing the complexity and amount of time needed to solve the problem.

3.1.5 Customer Maximum Delivery Requirement
The maximum delivery requirement is the maximum amount to be
delivered in a single shipment to a single customer. This is necessary to insure
that a customer does not receive more than can be handled. Estimation of the
maximum delivery requirements was simply based on the largest amount
delivered to a customer in the period 1992 to 1994. An alternate approach may be
to find the average or

p~eferred

delivery sizes of the customers. The Port

Estimations (MaxDis) are given in Appendix B.

3.1.6 Freight Cost Estimation
Very little data was available for calculating the freight rates for different
size ships. Table 6 shows the data available and Figure 6 shows graphically the
relationship between ship size, freight rate and cost. There is a lot of room for
error here as the data set is so small. The ship capacity is only one contributing
factor to the freight rate as the ship's age, speed and equipment can also effect the
freight rate. Two more factors affecting freight rate are the load port and
transhipments between ports. In Table 6, the freight rate for the 68,500 size ship
is known to be a transhipping freight rate for a two-three port transhipment.
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Dampier

Size

16,700
20,400
21,700
28,000
28,000
38,800
41,500
68,500

Cuvier

Scaled Cost D

Scaled Cost C

$ 7.36
$ 9.39
$ 9.57
$11.35
$11.50

$15.99
$16.70
$16.00
$14.70
$ 14.90

$11.50

$10.75
$10.00
$ 9.00

$11.44
$17.00

$ 8.50

$16.06

Tab!~ 6: Known freight rates for DSL's Dampier and Cuvier ports with scaled ship costs
for different size ships.

DSL ~ Known Freight Costs 94 ~ 95
$18.00
$16.00
$14.00
$12.00

-+--Dampier

~
cc $10.00

~

f

•

$8.00
$6.00

_.,_CU\1~Jr

-A-Scaled Cost D
"""*-Scaled Cost C

$4.00

$2.00
$-

10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 50,000 60,000 70,000
Ship Size

Figure 6: Graph of known freight rates and related scaled cost per ship size for 1994·5.

The model looked at in this thesis is a single supply port model as a two
supply port model becomes increasingly more complicated. Estimates based on
Table 6 and Figure 6 were used in compiling the freight rates for six different size
ships _in Table 7. The main aim was to give the costs a reasonable spread and to
make sure a larger ship size cost more than a smaller ship size. The cost multplied
by 1.0 I and 1.02 are used in the GAMS models discussed in Chapter 4 as an
estimate to a two and three port transhipment resper.tively.
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Size
20,000
28,000
40,200
47,300
63,500
68,5()0

Freight
$
$
$
$
$
$

16.80
14.70
12.50
11.00
9.50
9.00

Cost
Cost* 1.01 Cost* 1.02
$339,360
$342,720
$336,000
$411,600
$415,716
$419,832
$507,525
$512,550
$502,500
$525,503
$530,706
$520,300
$603,250
$609,282
$615,315
$622,665
$628,830
$616,500

Table 7: Estimated freight rates and costs for six ship sizes

3.1.7 Yearly Customer Demand
The yearly customer demand was calculated for each year 1992 to 1994.
This involved manually summing up all the shipments to a particular port in the
given year. This method leaves room for calculation error, where a more
appropiate and easier solution would have been to obtain more printouts from
DSL with the required information. Time was the deciding factor here, and any
error is believed to be 'mall. See Appendix B- Port Estimations (Demand 92,3,4)

3.1.8 Summary
The more accurate the data the more interesting the results would be, but
for the purpose of this study, these estimations to the data are adequate. The
estimated data can be summarised as :
•

1992-1994 Shipping costs;

•

Port Size- Maximum vessel size for that port;
(Obtained from DSL in the future);

•

Ship Size- Categorising vessel sizes and using minimum size;

•

Max Delivery Requirement- Maximun delivery size for that port;

•

Freight Cost- Approximated on past data;
(More data obtainable form DSL in the future);

•

Annual Salt requirement- Total shipped each year.
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4. MODELING THE DSL PROBLEM WITH GAMS
Both models 2 and 3 developed in section 1.3 have been implemented in
GAMS and solved for optimality. Due to physical and time constraints extra
assumptions and simplifications for the models were necessary. Further
complications became apparent upon solving the GAMS models, preventing
mixed integer solutions. This chapter outlines the assumptions, problems, data
inputs and formulation of the models in GAMS.

4.1 Assumptions and Simplifications
When implementing the models in GAMS further assumptions and
simplifications were necessary to reduce the compilation time and complication
of the problems. The GAMS models discussed in section 4.4 have been restricted
to the six vessel sizes derived in section 3.1.4. For purposes of simplification and
with the lack of ship cost data, it has been assumed that the cost of taking a ship
of size k to a single port is the same for every port. Similarly it is assumed that the
cost of taking a ship of size k lo two ports has a cost proportional to 1: 1.01 of the
cost for a single port shipment, and the cost of taking a ship of size k to three
ports has a cost proportional to I: 1.02 of the cost for a single port shipment. The
cost and the two and three port proportional costs are given in Table 7 in section
3.1.6- Freight Cost Estimation.
The first GAMS model is restricted to ten ports, uses the NLP model 2
and assumes that transhipments to more than 3 ports are infeasible. This
assumption gives 265 possible routes out of a total of 2 10 or t ,024 possible routes
and was imposed mostly due to manual limitations. It should be noted here that
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the term route implies a path to be taken by one or more ship sizes, and a voyage
implies a path taken by a single ship size. Hence the number of possible voyages

. . times
. z••.

IS SIX

The second GAMS model involves all 20 ports and uses the LP model 3,
but assumes that transhipment to more than 2 ports is infeasible. This second
assumption gives 269 routes out of a total of 220 or 1,048,576 possible routes.

4.2 Problems using GAMS
When modeling a problem as big as the DSL transhipment problem, many
difficulties may evolve. The first problem evolved due to an iteration limit
imposed by GANIS. This caused the solution to be calculated to a certain stage,
then terminated before an optimal solution could be found. This problem was
easily resolved (though only after several hours frustration.) by an option
statement increasing the number of iterations.
The next problem occurred when after looking at the results from
GAMS/MINOS it was discovered that GAMS/MI1'!0S uses Relaxed Mixed
Integer Nonlinear Programming (RlvUNLP). This means that the integer
constraint is relaxed a.llowing for the integer variables to take on any value
between its upper and lower limit. The only solution to this problem would to
purchase the GANIS/DICOPT solver, which besides costing money, would not be
received before the submission date of this thesis. The same problem was found
for the Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) model. GAMS/MINOS could solve
Relaxed Mixed Integer Models (RMIP) but

the GAMS/ZOOM solver was

required for the MIP.
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4.3 Data Requirements for GAMS DSL Models
The easiest method of inputting data into GAMS is by use of tables. The
models implemented in GAMS require knowledge of the vessel sizes and costs,
customers annual demand and maximum delivery size, and the voyage routes for
each vessel size. GAMS data inputs are broken down into four sections: sets,
parameters, tables and scalars. Each section has the subsections declaration and
data assignment. For a more complete overview of the GAMS model structure
see appendix C.

4.3.1 Sets
The unique nature of GAMS allows for easy implementation and handling
of data. GAMS uses sets to give structure, readability and order to its data. Figure
7 shows the set section from one of the GAMS models looked at in this thesis.
There are three single dimensional sets and two two dimem:iom:.i sets defined. Set
I relates to the abbreviated port/customer names, set J is defined as the voyage
names vOO I, v002, v003, .... , v269 and set K for the names of the six ship sizes.
The two dimensional set SC (I, K) is a Boolean set between the two sets I and K
and represents the ship capabilities to enter a port. A partial interpretation of the
set SC would be: Ports kas, miz, nip, jyo, osa, jos, nii and kei can handle all ship
sizes. Port nag can handle all ship sizes except ship size S68. Finally, ports jni,
ube, ana and has can only handle a ship size of S20. The second two dimensional
set VC(J, K) represents the voyage capabilities and is calculated in section 4.4.1 Deriving Voyage and Cost Data.
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SETS

I

PORTS

1 chi, kas, miz, nip, jyo, osa, jos, nii, nag, yok

jni, ton, tok, ube, tom, ona, hos, mii, sen, kei I
VOYAGES
I VOOl• V269 I
SHIP CLASSES I S20, 528, 54(1, S47, 563, 568 I
SC(I,K) SHIP CAPABILITY
1 (kas,miz, nip, jyo, osa, jos, nii, keil , (S20, 528,540,547, S~J, S68)
nag. (520, 528,540,547, S63)
chi. {S20,S28,540,S4?l
(yok,ton,tok). {S20,528,540)
{tom,mii,sen ) . (520,S28)
{jni.ube,ona,hosJ .520 I
J

K

VC(J,K) VOYAGE CAPABILITY ;

Figure 7: Example of Set formulation in GAMS

4.3.2 Parameters
The three parameters given in Figure 8 give the ship capacity, ship cost
and the voyage cost. The values for the ship capacity were derived in section
3.1.4 - Determining Ship Sizes. The ship cost is based on the single port delivery
costs given in Table 7 from chapter 3. The last parameter is the voyage cost
which is calculated in section 4.4. I -Deriving Voyage and Cost Data.

PARAMETER

SHIPCAP(K)

5hipCost(K)

SHIP CAPACITY IN

TO~~ES

I

SHIP COST SlNGLE PORT I

520

s:-,s

20000
28000

s~o

~0200

S-17

~7}00

55]
S53
$20
52!3

63500
69500
]]6000
~ 1!600
502500
520300

'"
"'
56)

$58

603250
616500

I

VCOST(J, KJ VOYAGE COST :

Figure 8: Example of Parameter formulation in GAMS

4.3.3 Tables
The easiest way to input data into GAMS is by use of tables. Tables can
easily be created by saving a spreadsheet from any spreadsheet package in space
delimited format. This saves the spreadsheet as an ascii file that can be included
into a GAMS model by use of the $Include command. Figure 9 shows how the
include command is used for the GAMS models in this thesis.
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TABLE

A(J,*)
ASSIGNMENT OF PORTf TO VOYAGES
$include 'route20.prn'

'

TABLE

M(I,*l
Miscellanet1u:;; port data: Demand
$include •port92.prn•

&

Maxoischarge

Figure 9: Example of the include function in GAMS for usc with Tables

Table 8 and Table 9 are examples of the imported spreadsheet files
route20.pm and port92.pm respectively. The table A(J, *)is of the form given in
Table 9 and represents the assignment of ports to voyages and their related cost
factor. The

* is used as a wild card allowing the table to define any column name

for the data. Note since the set I defined in section 4.3.1 is contained within this
table the reference to A(J, I) is a valid subtable of the original table A(J, *). The
cost factor is the proportional increase to the single port cost given in the
assumptions in section 4.1.
CostF

v001
v002
v003
v004
v005
v006
v007

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

v021
>022

v025
v026

1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01

v133
v134
v135

1.02
1.02
1.01

v023
v024

chi
1

kas

miz

nip

jyo

osa

joa

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1

1
1

1

1

1
1
1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1

Table 8: Example of routes and their proportional costs

Note: Transhipments between ports miz and nip, osa and jos,jyo and kei
are transhipmems between the same port and hence there is no extra cost penalty
for that transhipment. This can be seen in Table 8 for voyages v\33 to v135.
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The second table M(l, *) is the demand and maximum discharge data and
has the fonn given in Table 9. The Demand is the annual demand and MaxDis the
maximum discharge per customer.

miz

Demand
440,000
200,000
140,000

MaxDis
50,000
68,500
40,000

kei

241,000

68,500

chi

kas

Table 9: Example of Demand and Max Discharge Table for GAMS

4.4 GAMS Modeling for the DSL Transhipment Problem
GAMS provides valuable tools for matrix manipulation that allow greater
flexibility and easy fonnulation of constraints and functions. The relevant
functions used by the GAMS models in this thesis are explained and illustrated.

4.4.1 Deriving Voyage and Cost Data
The voyage capability data is given by the product of all ports in the ship
capability set for every route and ship size. This is expressed in the equation:

VC(J,K)

=

PROD(I$A(J,I),SC(I,K));

The product function PROD finds the product of a parameter or variablr
with respect to an index. The PROD function has the form :
PROD ( index, variable/parameter)

Eg.

Output= PROD (1, X(!))" f1; X;
GAMS recognises that the variables on the left hand side of the equal sign

represent a vector, matrix or multidimentional array, in this case the variables J
and K. This means i:hat GAMS will automatically calculate the VC(J,K) equation
for each combination of J and K.
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The last confusing aspect of this equation is the $ controlled index
operation I$A(J, 1). In this equation the $ works similar to an if then else
statement. If A(J, I) is true (ie. YES or not zero) then include the I tenn in the
product else do not. The purpose of using the $ control index operation can best
be seen in Figure 10. For route vOO! the I$A(J,I) will only find the product for
port chi, for route v002 the product of ports kas and nip and for route v003 the
product of ports kas and miz.
Figure 10, Figure II and Figure 12 give example A(J, 1), SC(J,K) and the
resultant VC(J,K) table respectively.

vOOI
v002
v003

chi
I

kas

miz

I

I

nip

Figure 10: Example route table A(J,I)

chi
kas
miz
nip

S20
YES
YES
YES
YES

S28
YES
YES
YES

S40
YES
YES

Figure 11: Example Ship Capability SC(I,K) Set

vOOI
v002
v003

S20
YES
YES
YES

S28
YES

S40
YES

YES

Figure 12: Resultant Voyage Capability VC(J,K) Set

The voyage cost function VCOST is given by the equation :
VCOST{J,K)$VC{J,K) = A{J, "CostF")*ShipCost{k);

This equation employs straight out multiplication of two vectors. The 'dollar on
the left' of the equal sign is a conditional assignment. If the expression VC(J,K)
is true then VCOST (J,K) is assigned the new value else VCOST (J,K) retains the
old value, usually zero if VCOST (J,K) has not been previously assigned a value.
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4.4.2 GAMS Model Setup
Once the data has been inputed and calculated the next stage is to declare
the variables and their assignment type. The GAMS models are based on the
model2 and the model developed in section 1.3.4 and section 1.3.5. The GAMS
models use the variables

Xjk· Yjki

and the objective function OBJ. This is shown

in Figure 13.
VARIABLES
X(J,K)
Y(J,K,I)
OBJ ;

NUMBER OF TIMES VOYAGE JK IS USED
NUMBER OF TONNES OF SALT TRANSPORTED TO PORT I VIA VOYAGE JK

INTEGER VARIABLES X; POSITIVE VARIABLES Y ;

Figure 13: GAMS Model Setup- Variable Definitions

Optionally, the assignment of bounds and initial values can be given to the
variables. This allows restrictions to the variables bounds and the ability to start
the model near a given solution point. This last ability is very useful for cutting
down computation time and finding alternative local or global optimal solutions
when dealing with certain NLP models. Figure 14 shows the bounds and starting
values used in the GAMS model 1. The extensions .LO and .UP respectively
define the lower and upper limit for that variable. Setting the X.L extension sets
the starting X values for the augmented projected Lagrangian algorithm used in

GAMS/MINOS.
X.LO(J,K)$VC(J,K) = 0;
X.L(J,KJSVC(J,Kl = 20 ;
Y.LO(J,K,Il5(A(J,IJSVC(J,K)) = 0;
Y.UP(J,K,Il5(A(J,I)$VC(J,K)) = M(I,"MaxDis");
Y.L(J,K,Il5(A(J,IJSVC(J,Kl)
= M(I,"MaxDis");

Figure 14: GAMS Model

Setup~

Optional Variable Bounds and Starting Values

Constraint equations are defined in two parts, the declaration and the
definition. The equations for the GAMS model I are given in Figure 15.
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EQUATIONS
OBJDEF
DEMAND(I)
VESCAP(J,K)
DISTON(J,K,I)
DEMAND(I) ..

Annual Salt Demand for Port I
Vessel Capacity of Voyage JK
Limit of Discharge Tonnage at port I

SUM((J,K)$(A(J,I)$VC(J,K)), Y(J,K,I)*X(J,K))

VESCAP(J,Kl$VC(J,K) ..

SUM{I$A(J,l), Y(J.K,I))

DISTON(J ,K, I)$ (A (J, I) $VC (J, K)) • .
DBJOEF •.

Y(J, K, I) =L=

=L=

=G.:

M{l,"Demand")

SHIPCAP(K)

M (I, "Maxois")

OBJ ""E= SUM((J,K)$VC(J,K), VCOST(J,K)*X(J,K));

MODEL OSL /ALL/;

option ITERLIM=lOOOO;
SOLVE DSL MINIMIZING OBJ USING RMINLP
DISPLAY Y .L, X.L ;

Figure IS: GAMS Model ScUp- Constraint Equations

There are four equations, the objective definition OBJDEF and the three
constraints annual port demand (DEMAND), vessel capacity (VESCAP) and the
discharge tonnage (DISTON). The SUM function is similar to the PROD
function.
SUM (indices, Variables/Parameters)

Eg.

SUM ((J, K), X(J, K))

= L L Xj,
j

k

GAMS uses ;;;L=, ;;;Q= and ;;;E= to represent less than, greater than and
equal to operators respectively.
The dollar operators used in the :;:quations have the same function as
described in section 4.4.1. GAMS recognises that the variables used in the
equation definition represent a vector, matrix or multidimentional array. This
allows for GAMS to create multiple constraints from a given equation. Example,
for the DEMAND (I) constraint GAMS would create a constraint for every
combination of I, giving ten demand constraints for the GAMS model I.
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GAMS requires that each model be created with the model command
allowing creation of more than one model. The default options of GAMS can be
modified through the use of the option statement. The default iteration limit
(ITERLIM) of I 000 needs to be changed to al!ow for larger problems. Final!y to
solve a model a solve statement must be given with the model name, objective
function name and type and the solving model type. An example of the model,
option and solve statements can be found in Figure 15. A full listing of the two
models can be found in appendix C.

4.5 GAMS Solutions
The solutions given by the GAMS models can be found in appendix D.
GAMS automatically stores the results along with other information in an output
file of the fonn filename.lst where 'filename' is the file name of the GANIS
model file. The fol!owing display command:
DISPLAY Y.L, X.L ;

displays the variables activity level (solution) in a more easily read fonn. Note the
marginal or dual values could be displayed with the display command:
DISPLAY Y.M, X.M ;

The results from the GAMS/MINOS solutions, though given, have little
value to the real solution of the system due to the non integer solutions of the x
variables. Without the integer restriction on the number of ships used, the
solution naturally would tend to use a fraction of a larger ship at a lower freight
rate per tonne than a smaller ship. For example to ship 20,000 tonncs by 0.292 of
a 68,500 tonne ship would cost 0.292

* 6!6,500;

180000, compared to shipping

20,000 tonnes by use of a 20,000 tonne ship would cost 336,000. However
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shipping 0.292 of a ship is infeasible and physically impossible. Table 10 and

Table 11 show what the solution costs and the expected savings for the two
GAMS models, ignoring the fact that the solutions are infeasible. Table 12 shows
the solution given by GAMS for the 1993 ten port NLP GAMS model.

Year

Cost, 20 ports

Cost, 10 ports

1992

$ 30,280,934

$ 12,336,456

1993

$29,097,691

$ 10,642,017

1994

$29,865,521

$ 11,448,757

Table 10: Annual costs of GAMS solutions

Year

Savings, 20 ports

Savings, 10 ports

1992

$657,447

$ 270,659

1993

$ 855,927

$ 334,798

1994

$ 1,791,173

$499,507

Table 11: Annual cost savings
Route.Ship
v009.S20
,oto.S68
,o\3.568

N° Ships Pons
7.150
0.154
0.374

v0l5.S68

3.132

v034.S68

4.386

v057.S68

1.909

v\4 \.S68

3.371

ubc
kci
miz

osa
miz
nii
jyo
kci
miz
nip

osa
osa
jos
nii

vl42.S63

vi83.S6R

1.000

osa

1.104

jos
nag
miz
nip

osa
jos

Amount delivered
20,000
68,500
38,500
33,500
35,000
64,624
3,876
64,624
36,518
2,000
29,982
16,348
17,155
34,997
26,314
17,186
20,000
12,500
2,000
30,000
19,000

Table 12: Solution to GAMS modcll • 10 port NLP, 1993 data.
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5. CONCLUSION
5.1 Summary
Given the salt transhipment problem from GAlviS, the objectives of this
thesis are to determine the practical benefits of using linear and nonlinear
programming in solving the transhipment problem, detennine the cost savings
and examine the useability of the GAlviS models.
To achieve this goal three models were developed with each model being
an improvement over the last. The second and third models were implemented in

GAMS and run under the solver GAMS/MINOS. An outline of the procedures
used in GAMS/MIN'OS is given in chapter 2. The GAMS models required
specific data that were unobtainable from DSL at the time of this thesis.
Estimates for the missing data covered in chapter 3 were based on past ship
scheduled data and created room for error. The constructs of GAMS relevant to
the GAMS models developed are covered in chapter 4.
The problem of not being able to solve mixed integer problems with
GAMS leads to infeasible results. This prevents an adequate coverage of the
second objective, determining the costs savings by using linear and nonlinear
programming.

5.2 Discussion
The computational times of the models ranged from I to 3 minutes using a
Pentium 75 Mhz personal computer (PC) or about 5 to 15 minutes using a 386 3J Mhz PC. It is reasonable to assume that the more variables introduced into the
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model and the increase in the number of constraints will increase the
computational time exponentially.
The GAMS models given in this thesis are easily maintained and used
with the exception being the formulation of the voyage-route table. The full
listing of the voyage-route tables used by the two GAMS models is not given in
this thesis :iue to its large size. A sample of the voyage-route table can be found
in appendix B. An automated procedure may be required to generate the voyageroute table in order to avoid the difficult task of manually changing and editing
the table, this would reduce the chance of errors.
Since most spreadsheet applications can print a range of cells to a file
using space delimiting and also execute external programs, the GAMS models
can be incorporated into a spreadsheet macro. This implies that a spreadsheet
macro could be setup to first save selected portions of the spreadsheet into files
used by the GAMS model, run GAMS for the given GAMS model, then import
into the spreadsheet a formatted solution given out by GAMS. This use of a
spreadsheet macro allows for easy analysis of what-if scenarios by just modifying
the appropriate values in the spreadsheet, running the macro and having the
solution displayed. A graph of the solutions could also be given easily by using
spreadsheets.
In many cases with DSL's contracts, the delivery requirements are not
given and it is left up to DSL to deliver the total required amount over a given
time frame. This suggests that while the solution given by the models ignores the
time delivery constraints, they may be still be useable.
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As to the cost savings, it is not clear from the results (due to the integer
conditions being ignored) that a integer solution would be a significant
improvement to the cost saving. It should be noted that the solutions found
though optimal may only be a local optimal solution or one of many. Another
factor that would help improve the general significance of the solution would be
to have a more realistic cost for each of the different routes per ship size.

5.3 Future Directions
The work in this thesis can be expanded to include the scheduling aspect
of the DSL shipment problem. The use of time windows is one solution or simply
to examine the results obtained from a mixed integer solution to the problems
given in this thesis and the apply a method to schedule the results. Another
possibility discussed in Section 5.3.1 is to use a simulation approach or AI.

5.3.1 Simulation
Simulation is one approach that could be used to schedule short tenn
transhipment deals on the spot. One possibility is where each shipment is added
to the schedule one at a time (by some predetetmined priority), with each new
addition compared to the other schedules for potential transhipment opportunities.
This method would work best if a predetennined list of feasible transhipment
opportunities was made available, with some method of calculating the minimum
and maximum number of days between desired delivery dates to find a range of
possible transhipment dates.
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Eg. consider the following scheduled orders and new placement order.

Scheduled
07 Jan 94

- 70,000 tonne shipment

=>Port A

15 Feb 94

- 70,000 tonne shipment

=>Port A

- 35,000 tonne shipment

=>Port B

New placement
18Jan94

If the new placement order for Port B is discovered to be a transhipment
opportunity with Port A from a supplied feasible transhipment list then we
calculate the minimum and maximum delivery times.

Scheduled
Min Date

Date

Max Date

Port A=>

31 Dec93

07 Jan 94

15 Jan 94

Port A=>

10 Feb 94

15 Feb 94

30 Feb 94

18Jan94

25 Jan 94

New Placement
Port B =>

05 Jan 94

Checking to see that the current date is before the '07 Jan 94- Port A' shipment
sets sail, the model would then suggest this and any other transhipment
opportunities found, showing the cost savings and new freight rates for each. It
then would be up to DSL to see if they can arrange one of these opportunities.
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Suggested Transhipments
DSL => Port A (05--15 Jan 94) 70,000
=> PortE (06--16Jan 94) 35,000
Cost Saving : $300

Freight rates : $8, $10 respectively

Reschedule Shipments
Port A (15 Feb 94) =>Port A (26 Jan 94)

Simulation of this model with past data would be most beneficial on
showing its effectiveness to reduce transhipment costs. This then brings up other
questions of how to best deal with already transhipped schedules as it may not be
feasible to break a transhipment agreement in light of a more cost effective one or
to

reschecl~k·.

them. A more AI (artificial intelligence) approach to solving this

model may well be in order.
This simulation method won't necessarily come up with the most optimal
solution but may be a faster and a more flexible approach. When used in
conjunction with linear and nonlinear programming and with long tenn
forecasting, could prove to be an effective

real~time

means of finding short term

cost savings.
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Appendix A - Model Summary
Modell
Shipping Network

Nodes- source and customer plants.
Arcs - feasible shipping routes.

Parameters
sk

-Freight storage capacity for vessel size k

b1

-Vessel size limitation for port/berth used by customer i

Cuk

-Freight cost for vessel k on shipping arc ij

d1

-

D1

-Total customer demand

M'-aximurn discharge tonnage to customer i per trip

Variables
xu~:.

-Number of vessels of size k used on shipping arc ij

Yijk

-

Freight tonnage in vessel size k on arc ij

Minimise

LI I

Cost::::

j

j

Cuk Xijk

k

Subject to

LI

Demand:

j

Yjik Xjik-

k

I L YUk Xijk
j

k

Vessel capacity:

I

Xjik j

~ D;

Vi

v ij,k
I

Xijk ;?:
j

0

v i,k
v ij,k
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Model2
The following is a more robust model that allows for larger ship
transhipment opportunities.

ShippinP Network
Nodes
Arcs

~source

~feasible

and customer plants.
shipping route stages.

Parameters
sk

~Freight

storage capacity for vessel size k

b1

~Vessel

size limitation for port/berth used by customer i

Cjk

~Freight

cost for vessel k on route j

d1

~Maximum

D1

~Total

discharge tonnage to customer i per trip

customer demand

Variables
Xjk

~Number

YUk

~Discharge

Minimise Cost=

L. I
j

of vessels of size k used on feasible route j
tonnage to customer ion route j using ship size k

Cjk Xjk

k

Subject to
Demand :

L L YiJk Xjk
j

~ D;

Vi

k

Discharge tonnage :

0 ::::; Yiik ::::; d1

v iJ,k

Vessel capacity:

I

vj,k

Yijk ::;; SJ:.

i

0 ::;;

Xjk

v j,k
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Model3
This model is derived from the Thailand ship routing and personnel
assignment problem for naval recruitment. It converts the problem into a mixed
integer programming problem, which can be solved exactly.

Shipping Network
Nodes -source and customer plants.
Arcs - feasible shipping route stages.

Parameters
Freight storage capacity for vessel size k

Sk

-

Vi

-Vessel size limitation for port/berth used by customer i

C;k

-Freight cost for vessel k on route j

d1

-Maximum discharge tonnage to customer i per trip

D1

-Annual salt demand for port i

Variables
X;k

-Number of vessels of size k used on feasible route j

YJki

-Discharge tonnage to customer ion route j using ship size k

Minimise Cost=

L. I C;" XJk
j

k

Subject to
Demand:

LLY!ki
J k

~ IJ,

Vi

~ YJM ~ d1 Xfk

Discharge tonnage :

0

Voyage capacity :

L. YJk.i

'I j,k,i

~ ,\'k Xfk

'I j,k

i

Q S Xjk

'I j,k
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Appendix B -Transhipment Data Summary
Port Estimations

Port
chi

kas
miz
nip

jyo
osa
jos
nii

nag
yok
jni

ton
tok
ube
tom
on a
hos
mii

sen
kei

Demand 92 Demand 93 Demand 94 MaxDis
Port Size
494,000
440,000
474,000
50,000
50,000
94,800
62,800
200,000
68,500
68,500
140,000
140,000
40,000
183,000
68,500
8,000
5,200
2,000
8,000
68,500
17,000
17,000
6,000
68,500
213,000
240,000
30,000
262,000
68,500
96,000
142,000
91,000
19,000
68,500
101,000
118,000
121,000
35,000
68,500
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
63,700
37,000
41,500
41,500
41,500
18,000
13,000
8,000
20,800
372,000
371,000
342,000
40,000
40,200
282,000
323,000
43,000
293,000
43,300
143,000
160,000
20,700
192,000
20,800
80,500
80,500
57,500
29,000
29,400
64,300
45,000
22,700
22,700
63,400
69,400
35,000
19,000
72,000
20,000
26,000
16,000
16,000
28,000
30,000
15,000
12,000
28,000
294,000
293,000
241,000
68,500
68,500

Sample Section of the voyage-route table and their cost factors
chi
1

v006
v007
vooa
v009
v010
v011
v012

CostF
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

v021
v022
v023
v024
v025
v026
v027
v028
v029
v030
v031

1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

v001
v002
v003
v004
v005

kas miz nip

jyo

osa

jos

nii

nag yok

jni

ton

1
1
i

1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
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Graph . DSL 's scheduled, loaded and unloaded ship sizes 92-94

DSL Ship Sizes Scheduled:-92,

~3~~

545
511
477.
443
409
375
341
0

:z 307
Q.

.<:

"'

273
239
205 .
171
137
103
69
35
1
10,000 20,000 30,000 40.000 50,000 60,000 70,000
Ship Size

·--------------_j
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DSL Ship Scheduling 1992
Multiple transhipments are represented with a bracketed number under the

first transhipment delivery amount with the number representing number of
transhipments. Eg. Chiba has 10 shipments of 47,400.

Chiba (chi)

47,400
(10)

Kashima (kns)

62,800

Mizushimn (Miz)

60,000

39.300

Mizu-Nippon (nip)

28,300

18,900

39,000

37.600

2,000

2.000

2,000

2,000

6.000

Jti-Yokohnma Cjyo)

26,000

Yoko-Keihin (kci)

39,~00

33,900

(3)
Osaka

(os~)

N,500

20.000

30,000

25,000

18.000

20,000

20,000

3.000

8.000

10.000

11,000

9,000

8,000

(1)

Jti-Osakn (jos)

12,000

Niiho.m~{nii)

27,500

10,000

20,000

No. go yo. (nng)

Yokbichi (yok)

12,000

24.000

0

6,500

Jti-Niigmo. (jni)

{2)

37.000

Tondn (ton)

(10)
Tokuy:~ma

{tok)

~2.000

(7)

20,500

Ubc (ubc)

13,800

(8)
Tom:~komi:1

(torn)

26,900
(3)

On;~h;llnn {on:~)

21.100
{3}

Hosushi1na (hos)

IH,!JOO

Miikc (miil

16,000

s~nboku

(.len)

'"

12,000

Approximated Cost: $ 30,958,000
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DSL Ship Scheduling 1993

Chiba (chi)

47,<:00
(10)

19.800

Kashima (k:J.S)

67,400

27,400

34,300

Mizushima (Miz)

(4)

Mizu-Nippon (nip)

2.000
17,000

Jti-Yokohallla (jyo)
Yoko-Keihin (kei)
Osaka (osa)

64,600

34,100

(2)

(3)

26.200

17,300

18,000

21.200

22,000

8,000

9,000

l:l,OOO

31.700

47,700

(3)

Jti-Osaka (jos)

11,200

Niihruna (nii)

28,400

35,000

20,000

Nagoya (nag)

Yokkaichi (yok)

37,000

Jti-Niigata (jni)

0

Tonda{ton)

37,200
(10)

Tokuyama (tok)

40,100

(7)
Ubc (ubc)

20,500
(7)

Tonmkomia (tom)

26,800
(3)

Ortnhamn (ona)

21.400
(3)

Hososhinm

(ho.~)

17.400
(4)

Miikc (miil

0

Scnboku (sen)

0

Approximated Cost: $ 28,708,000
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DSL Ship Scheduling 1994
Chibn (chi)

39,800
(II)

Knshimn (kns)

67,900
(3)
4,500

Mizushimn (Mizl
Mizu-Nippon (nip)
Jti-Yokohnmn (jyo)

35,100
(3)

30,700

1.200

1.500

0

Yoko-Keihin (kei)

22,000

33,000
(5)

Osaka (osn)

22,000
(3)

15.000

16,500

Jti-Osnkn (jos)

16,000

6,000

9,700

Niihnmn (nii)

29,000

5,000

21,200

10,800

6,000

33,000

20.000

Nagoya (nag)
Yokkaichi (yok)

43,700

41,500

Jli-Niignta (jni)

6,000
(3)

Tondn (ton)

38,000
(9)

Tokuynma (tok)

40,500

")
20,500

Ube (ube)

14,100

14,300

(5)

Tomnkomin (tom)

28,800
(2)

Onahamn (ona)

22,400
(2)

Hoso~hima

(hos)

17.200
{2)

Miike (rnii)

13,000
(2)

Senboku (sen)

15,000

Approximated Cost:$ 31,657,000
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Appendix C - GAMS Models
Structure of GAMS Models - The structure of a GAMS model consists of the
following basic components. (GAMS- user guide, pgJO)

Inputs
SETS

Declaration
Assignment of members
Data (PARAMETERS, TABLES, SCALARS)

Declaration
Assignment of values
VARIABLES

Declaration
Assignment of type
(Optional) Assignment of Bounds and/or initial values
EQUATIONS

Declaration
Definition
MODEL and SOLVE statements
(Optional) DISPLAY Statements
Outputs (defaults)

Echo Print
Reference Maps
Equation Listing
S[atus Reports
Results
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GAMSModell
Ten port model with three port transhipments limit.
$TITLE DSL PROBLEM
This Model is based on the DSL transhipment problem. It is used to
* allocate ships to transport salt from DSL to different customers .

•

*

*

REFERENCE: Brooke A, Kendrick D, Meeraus A, THAI NAVY PROBLEM !THAI,SEQ=98),
GAMS: A User's Guide, pp. 282,3
SETS

I PORTS
I mi~. nip, jyo, osa, jos, nii, nag, jni, ube, kei I
J VOYAGES
I VOOl* V265 I
K SHIP CLASSES I S20, S28, 540, 547, 563, S68 I
SC!I,Kl SHIP CAPABILITY
I (mi2:, nip, jyo, osa, j os. niL kei l • !520, 52 8, 540, 54 7, S63, S68)
nag. !S20, S2B, S40, 547, 563)
(jni,ube) .520 I
VC(J,K) VOYAGE CAPABILITY 1

PARAMETER

SHIPCAP(K)

SHIP CAPACITY IN TONNES I S20
S28
S40

ShipCost(K)

S47
S63
S68
SHIP COST SINGLE PORT I S20
S28
S40

S47
S63
S68

VCOST (J, K) VOYAGE COST

20000
28000
40200
47300
63500
68500
336000
411600
502500
520300
603250
616500

I

I

1

TABLE
A!J,•)
ASSIGNMENT OF PORTS TO VOYAGES
$include 'routelO.prn';
TABLE
M(t,•J
Miscellaneous port data: Demand & MaxDischarge
$include •port93s.prn';
VC!J,K) = PROD(l$A(J,l), SC{l,K));
VCOST(J,K)SVC(J,KJ = A(J,"CostF")*ShipCost(k);
VARIABLES
X(J,K)
Y(J,K, I)
OBJ ;

NUMBER OF TIMES VOYAGE JK IS USED
NUMBER OF TONNES OF SALT TRAtlSPORTEO TO PORT I VIA VOYAGE JK

INTEGER VARIABLES X; POSITIVE VARIABLES Y ;
EQUATIONS
OBJDEF
DEMAND(!)
VESCAP (J, K)
DISTON(J, K,I)
DEMAND(!) ..

Anual Salt Demand for Port I
Capacity of vessel K on rout J
Limit of Discharge Tonnage at port I

SUM((J,KJS(A(J,I)SVC(J,K)), Y(J,K,I)*X(J,K))

VESCAP(J,Kl$VC(J,K) ..

SUM(ISA(J,I), Y(J,K,I))

DIST0N(J,K,IJ$(A(J,I)SVC(J,KJJ ..
OEJDEF ..

Y(J,K,Il =L=

=L=

=G=

M(I.'Demand")

SHIPCAP(K)

M(I,"MaxDis"l

OBJ =E:o SUM{(J,K)SVC(J,K), VCOST(J,K)*X(J,KJ) 1

MODEL DSL I ALL/;
X.LO(J,K)SVC(J,K) = 0 1
X.L(J,KJSVC{J,K) = 20 1
'{,LO(J,K,I)S{A(J,I)$VC(J,K)) = 0;
Y.UPIJ,K,I)$(A{J,IJSVC(J,K)) = M{I,"MaxDis");
Y.L(J,K,I)$1A(J,IlSVC(J,K)) = M(I,"MaxOis");
option ITERLIM=lOOOO.SOLVE OSL MINIMIZING OBJ USING RMINLP ;
DISPLAY Y.L. X.L 1
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GAMSModel2
Twenty port model with two port transhipment limit.
$TITLE DSL PROBLEM
~
This Model is based on the DSL transhipment problem. It is used to
allocate ships to transport salt from DSL to different customers.
REFERENCE: Brooke A, Kendrick 0, Meeraus A, THAI NAVY PROBLEM (THAI,SEQ=98),
GAMS: A User's Guide, pp. 282,3
SETS

I

PORTS

I chi, kas, miz, nip, jyo, osa, jos, nii, nag, yok

jni, ton, tok, ube, tom, ona, hos, mii, sen, kei I
J VOYAGES
I VOOl* V269 I
K SHIP CLASSES I S20, S28, S40, S47, S53, S68 I
SC(I,K) SHIP CAPABILITY
1 (kas, miz, nip, jyo, osa, jos, nii, kei) . (S20, S28, S40, S47, S63, S68)
nag. (S20, S28, 540,547, S63)
chi. (S2D,S28,540,547)
(yok, ton, tok) . ( S20, 528, 540)
(tom,mii,sen ).(S20,S2Bl
(jni,ube,ona,hos) .520 I
VC(J,K) VOYAGE CAPABILITY ;
PARAMETER

SHIPCAP(K)

SHIP CAPACITY IN TONNES I 520

20000
28000
40200
47300
63500
68500
336000
4U600
502500
520300
603250
616500

528
540

547
563
568

ShipCost(K)

SHIP COST SINGLE PORT I S20
828
540
847

863
S68

I

I

VCOST(J,K) VOYAGE COST ;
TABLE
A(J,*)
ASSIGNM~r OF PORTS TO VOYAGES
$include 'route20.prn';
M(I,•)
Miscellaneous port data: Demand & MaxDischarge
$include 'port93.prn•;
VC(J,K):: PROD(I$A(J,I), SC(I,K));
VCOST(J, K) SVC(J, Kl = A (J, 'CostF") "ShipCost (k);
VARIABLES
X(J,K)
NUMBER OF TIMES VOYAGE JK IS USED
Y(J,K,l) NUI1BER Of TONNES OF SALT TRA!-JSPORTED TO PORT I VIA VOYAGE JK
OBJ ;
POSITIVE VARIABLES X,Y
EQUATIONS
OBJDEF
DEMAND(!)
VOYCAP(J,K)
DISTON(J,K,I)
DEMAND(!) ..

Anual Salt Demand for Port I
OBSERVE VARIABLE CAPACITY OF VOYAGE JK
OBSERVE Limit of Discharge Tonnage at port I ;

SUM((J,K)$(A(J, I)SVC(J,K)), Y(J,K, I))

VOYCAP(J,K)$VC(J,K) ..

SUM(I$A(J,I), Y(J,K,I))

DISTON(J,K,I)${A(J,I)$VC(J,K)) ..
OEJDEF. ,

Y(J,K,I) =L=<

=L=

=G=

M(I, "Demand')

SHIPCAP(K)•X(J,K)

M(I,"Maxois'J•X(J,K)

OBJ =E= SUM((J,K)$VC(J,K), VCOST(J,K)•X(J,K)) ;

MODEL DSL /ALL/;
X.LO(J,Kl$VC(J,K) ~ 0 ;
X.L(J,KlSVC(J,K) = 5 ;
Y, LO(J,K, I)$ (A(J, I) $VC(J, K))
'{ .L(J,K, I)$ (A(J, I) $VC(J, K))

o,
M(I,"MaxDis");

option LP=MINOS5;
option ITERLIM=SOOO;
SOLVE DSL MINIMIZING OBJ USING LP
DISPLAY Y.L, X.L;
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Appendix D - GAMS Solutions
Not all solutions are given here due to the complexity of abbreviating the
GAMS solution file and the infeasible nature of the solutions.
Solution GAMS Modell • 10 port NLP, 1992
---- VAR OBJ

1.2336E+7

355 VARIABLE

Y.L

NUMBER OF TONNES OF SALT TRANSPORTED TO
Pl·.:T I VIA VOYAGE JK

NH

MIZ

JYO

38500.000

V013.S58
V034.S68
V057.S68
V07l.S68
V141.S68
V142.S63
V183.S68

OSA

JOS

30000.000
1374.582

37302.223
19500.000

2000.000

19271.851

1999.170

NII

NAG

•

29197.777
30000.000
23681.977
24500.000
30000.000
JNI

19000.000
9818.023
19000.000
17228.979

UBC

20000.000

V009.S20
V034 .S68
V050.S20
Vl4l.S68
Vl42.S63

67125.418
12000.000

8000.000

35000.000
20000.000
355 VARIABLE
S20

X.L

NUMBER OF THIES VOYAGE JK !S USED

S63

S68

9. 600

V009
VOD
V034

0.171
4.365

voso

l. 625
2. 974

V057
V071
Vl41
Vl42
Vl83

2.343
2.886
0.025
1.026

GAMS 2.25.082

386/486 DOS

11/29/95 13:52:34

PAGE

2]7

DSL PROBLEM
USER: Edith Cowan University
D950523:1643AR-MW2
School of Mathematics, Info. Tech. and Engineering

•••• FILE SUMMARY
INPUT
OUTPUT

C: \GAMS\DNL10P92 .GNS

C:\GAMS\DNL10P92.LST
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Solution GAMS model2. 20 ports LP, 1994
---- VAR OBJ

2,9865E+7

376 VARIABLE

Y.L

NUMBER OF TONNES OF SALT TRANSPORTED TO

FORT I VIA VOYAGE JK
CHI

V00l.S47
V002.S68
V060.S68
V052. 568
V218.S68
V251. 568

MIZ

KAS

440000.000
200000.000
29879.963
50383.730

JOS

40000.000

2676.692

30000.000
134210.526
24500.000
30000.000

NAG

YOK

JNI

NII

V010.S40

41500.000
246. 888
18000.000

33516.270
87236.842

V255.S63
V267.S68

19000.000
85000.000
19000.000
19000,000

•

TON

TOK

V012.S40

342000.000

20000.000

UEE

160000.000

V014. 520
V015. 528
V016. 520

57500.000
45000.000

•

HOS

MII

SEN

KEI

2UOOO. 000

V105.S68
35000.000
26000.000

V208.S28

376 VARIABLE

X.L

30000.000
NUMBER OF TI/1ES VOYAGE ,1:; IS USED

528

520

540

VOOl

S63

2.920
1.032
8.550
8.035

V013

B. 000

2.054

V015
2. 250

376 VARIABLE

X.L

520

NUMBER OF TIMES VOYAGE JK IS USED

540

547

563

V20B

v:na

2. 650
2.000
1. 262
1.000
4.474

V251

V25<1
V255
V267

568
0. 747
0. 007
3.518

V060
V062
V105
Vl71

568

9.302

V002
VOlO
V012

V016

ONA

TOM

323000.000

V013. 540

V014

2523. 308

19500.000

•

Vl7l.S20

21289.474

236.307

V254.S68
V255.S63
V267.S68

V052. 568
V17l.S20
V218.S68
V25l.S68
V254.S68

OSA

NIP

1.000
1. 338
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